Office of Data Quality and Governance

EMIS Release Notes- Updated Manifest
Collection Request Name: Calendar (C) FY15 Reporting Period
Description of Change: Bug fixes completed, see below for list of level 1 validations updated or
created. Also, extended end date of window to be 2/27/15. The Final window will open shortly
thereafter and run through July 13, 2015.
Planned Availability Date: 2/9/2015
Version Number: 2
Updated Version Requires:




Starting a new/restarting the current collection of data? No
Running a new prepare of the collected data? Yes
Replacing any data already submitted to ODE with a new submission? Yes

“Updated Version Requires” Additional Information: N/A
Known Issues Resolved:


See below

Outstanding Issues:


None known.

New or Updated Level 1 Validation:
Error #
DL.0001
DL.0004
DL.0005
DL.0013

Description of Change
Check to ensure building reported is a valid IRN and type from OEDS-R.
Range check added on First Day and Last Day of School.
Range check added on Hours Per Day.
Added check to ensure that requires that Attendance Pattern be null or '**' if
Grade Level = '**'.
DL.0015 Check to ensure there are matching DN records records for District, Building,
Grade Level and Attendance Pattern combination.
DL.0016 Check to ensure building reported is within hierarchy from OEDS-R.
DN.0001 Check to ensure building reported is a valid IRN and type from OEDS-R.
DN.0005 Requires that options: C_HSHRTNOP, C_HSHRTPLN, C_HSHRTWEA, &
C_HRSLNGTH be between .5 hours and 9.99 hours.
DN.0008 Requires when Calendar Type is Days that any shortened days can not be more
than 2 hours shorter than regular school day.
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DN.0011 Requires that C_HSHRTNOP, C_HSHRTPLN, & C_HSHRTWEA be less than the
normal hours per day from the DL.
DN.0012 Requires that C_HRSLNGTH be greater than the normal hours per day from the
DL.
DN.0013 Added check to ensure that requires that Attendance Pattern be null or '**' if
Grade Level = '**'.
DN.0015 Check to ensure there are matching DL records for District, Building, Grade Level
and Attendance Pattern combination.
DN.0016 Check to ensure building reported is within hierarchy from OEDS-R.
DN.1001 Unique record check on DN incorrectly allowed duplicate values to be reported,
which cause load of data to fail. Updated check, now only unique records may be
reported, which will fatal duplicate records, then allow the other records to load
properly.
New or updated reports: A new report called 'Calendar Display' created. This shows each
calendar by unique District IRN, Building IRN, Grade Level and Attendance Pattern combination.
It displays the hours on the days within the begin and end date of the school year reported on
the DL record.
Exceptions are identified as such: (PDO) C_DPLANNED, (UPDO) C_DCMTYTKN, (UPDO)
C_DNOTPLAN, (BLZRD) C_DBLZZARD, (UPHS) C_HSHRTWEA , (UPHS) C_HSHRTNOP, (PHS)
C_HSHRTPLN, (HMU) C_HRSLNGTH.
At the bottom of each calendar will display the total number of hours reported for Parent
Teacher Conferences and Professional Development.

